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Architecture Multipurpose  

 Sliding walls  

 Allows for one big room or two smaller rooms  

 Easily transformed 



Architectural Multipurpose 

 Murphy Bed 

 Hides a bulky bed 

 Easily transforms 

 Unnoticeable 

 Built in storage 

 Can maximize vertical wall space 

 Provides a lot of storage 



Non-architectural Multipurpose 

 Folding table 

 Coffee table 

 Informal dining table 

 Hidden storage 

 Pull out sofa 

 Sofa 

 Guest bed 

 



Non-architectural Multipurpose 

 Visual walls 

 Book cases 

 Couch by the foot of a bed 

 

 

 

 Hidden office 

 Desk and storage  inside a closet 

 Can be hidden when not in use 



Non-architectural Multipurpose 

 Goliath table 

 Can fit under counter 

 Plenty of seating 

 Retractable leaves 

 

 

 



Non-architectural Multipurpose 

 Ottomans 

 Extra storage 

 Coffee table 

 Extra seating 

 Wall curtains 

 Can add privacy  

 Close off or open up a room 

 



Non-architectural Multipurpose 

 Folding table 

 Can fold away 

 Office desk 

 Dining table 

 Rugs 

 Can define a space 



Analysis of a Tiny House 

 

 

 

 

 

 Built & currently residing in Boulder, CO. 

 Approximately 120 square feet 



Boulder Tiny House: Exterior  

 7’-6’’ wide footprint on a 16’ trailer with a maximum 
height of 13-4’’ 

 Exterior siding is a combination of reclaimed corrugated 
tin and cedar boards 

 Optional folding porch and awning  



Boulder Tiny House: Interior 



Boulder Tiny House: Interior  

Space Includes: 

Bathroom 

Full size 32” shower wit recycled Plas-Tex walls 

Sink mounted to wall 

Toilet  

Drain pipe can be connected to a clean out or RV/mobile 
home sewer system 

 



Boulder Tiny House: Interior  

Space Includes: 

Lofted area for bed 

Maximum capacity of two people  

Stairs 

Alternating tread stairs that double  

as storage space  

Desk/Office space 

Small Closet 



Boulder Tiny House: Interior  



Boulder Tiny House: Interior 

Space Includes: 

Galley Style Kitchenette 

Two propane tanks feed an 
on-demand water heater and 
stove top burner 

Plenty of storage space 

Dining Area 

Small, yet effective 

Other Features: 
-Floor, walls, and ceiling are all insulated with 
3½” of EPS foam 
-PEX plumbing throughout and all fittings used 
are lead free 
-There is a mix of vinyl casements, awnings, & 
fixed windows 



Boulder Tiny House 



Sources 

 Multipurpose elements 

 House Beautiful July/August 2014 
edition 

 http://gizmodo.com/5967622/the-tiny-
transforming-apartment-that-packs-six-
rooms-into-350-square-feet 

 Tiny house analysis 

www. rockymountaintinyhouses.com/plans/boulder 


